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About This Game

The official version of one of the best board games - Steam: Rails to Riches.

Take control of a railway company, issue shares, build railroads, deliver goods along an ever changing network of tracks and
stations and make profit to expand.

* Can you finance both the most extensive track network and the most powerful locomotives?
* Which routes will give You the best returns on their costs?

* Can you beat the opponents to the most profitable shipments?
* Will you make enough money to pay your investors?

You build the tracks, upgrade towns, improve your train, and grab the right goods to make the longest, most profitable
deliveries. Score your deliveries and add to your income or victory points, balancing your need to invest against your quest to

win the game.
The goal of the game is to score the most victory points and become the best railway company.

Features:
- official Steam: Rails to Riches game

- original artwork
- ingame interactive tutorial

- languages: English, German, Dutch, Portuguese, Polish, French, Spanish, Italian, Korean, Japanese, Chinese Traditional
- play with AI, with friends or both
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- 3 levels of difficulty AIs with individual strategies
- 3-5 player maps

- climate sounds and music matched to maps
- adaptable animation speed

- official rules
- unique, original board game feel on your computer

- colorblind mode
- online multiplayer

AWARDS & HONORS
2010 Nederlandse Spellenprijs Nominee

2010 Lys Passioné Winner
2010 Lys Passioné Finalist

2010 Golden Geek Best Strategy Board Game Nominee
2009 International Gamers Awards - General Strategy; Multi-player Nominee

2009 Golden Geek Best Gamers' Board Game Nominee
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Title: Steam: Rails to Riches
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Acram Digital, Mobo Studio
Publisher:
Mobo Studio
Release Date: 25 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

English,French,Italian,German,Traditional Chinese,Simplified Chinese,Dutch,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Portuguese
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steam rails to riches android. steam rails to riches maps. steam rails to riches steam. steam rails to riches app review. steam rails
to riches juegos. steam rails to riches bgg. steam rails to riches expansion. steam rails to riches. steam rails to riches review.
steam rails to riches pc download. steam rails to riches mod apk. steam rails to riches app. steam rails to riches game. steam rails
to riches download. steam rails to riches board game rules. steam rails to riches iap. steam rails to riches 2 player. steam rails to
riches manual. steam rails to riches board game. steam rails to riches ios. steam rails to riches pdf. steam rails to riches rules.
steam rails to riches 4pda. steam rails to riches torrent. steam rails to riches pc. steam rails to riches ipad review. steam rails to
riches apk download. steam rails to riches pnp. steam rails to riches how to play. steam rails to riches apk. steam rails to riches
board game review. steam rails to riches ios review. steam rails to riches strategy

Faithful and enjoyable computer version of the classic board game. Good job, guys.. This is a very good adaptation of the board
version. In my opinion its really well spent money.. steam on steam, well that won't be confusing.
if you dont like reading there is a video at the end
This is a game about transporting goods over train tracks from one city to another, where upon arrival of the good you can
choose the reap the money or gain victory points. the maps are 10 turns long and can support up to 5 players. The game is fun to
play and has a decent ammount of dept but.... and this is a major but... 10 turns feels way to short, you are finally set up and the
game is alreadu over kinda short, not only that but you get only 2 MAPS for 10 dollar?! I am sorry but that is way to little for
that asking price.

all in aal a decent game bnut the ammount of maps/length of the maps drags it down to not recommended, if they add
more/longer maps then I would say go and buy it but if they add 5 dollars for every map then my review stands and that is, dont
buy it
video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aUueucYiEhc. It's like the boardgame, awesome.. *edit*
"Playable."

Tried to play the tutorial and it was broken. Told me I had to deliver a yellow good from a specific city to a city, but no yellow
good was there present, couldn't pass. (*edit* I may have been playing wrong, the tutorial was not helping me learn.)

Can't add bots to two player multiplayer game, only three player maps available.

When needlessly require a email to play online. Check box for email me more\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665was
UNCHECKABLE. (*edit*, a friend didn't have the same experience, this may have been fixed)

They sure as\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665remembered to pack in the DLC maps. Pay money to play our ported
mobile app game. (DLC is still \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t, no matter how ubiquitous it becomes)

It's sad, this is a quality board game.
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A good adaptation of the board game with pretty good AI. Multiplayer features are very much lacking though and the game
needs achievements especially for multiplayer to get more people playing.
Just haven't been able to get a multiplayer game started as of writing this, but the strong AI makes single player worth it.

Edit: I still leave it as thumbs up because it's a fun game to play, BUT, the AI is not very strong once you learn the game's
nuances.. Not sure what I thought I was getting into when I bought this. I never played the board game edition, so I didn't have
any preconceived notions to disappoint. I found the game a bit too simplistic. You pick a card, lay down a few tracks, level up
your train, move a good, the limited AI does the same in the same order and before you know it, the game's over. I'm not really
seeing what the lasting appeal is here, but I'm coming from a hardcore strategy gamer's place, not a boardgamer's, so take this
with a grain of salt.

The tutorial is garbage and there are no tool tips on anything. So be prepared to actually read the board game's manual and\/or
watch "Let's Play" Youtube tuts.

While I didn't find anything really "wrong" or offensive about this game, I also just didn't find it very much fun because I got
bored so quickly, so I can't recommend it.. Very nice game! Steam on steam... :). Hi, after viewing the developer's response I
bought and played the game again. Thankfully I didn't have the same fullscreen bug, not sure what happened before but I'm glad
I decided to check on this game again.

I actually already owned this on my tablet, but I pefer it play on my desktop computer. I very much enjoy the game!

Thanks again for the developers in making this, please port more boardgames to Linux!. Very nice game! Steam on steam... :).
although i have played 500+ games on my board game copy and to me this is one of the best board games ever, i do not
recomend this on Steam or any other devices (purchased it on google Play stoore also) for one reason only:
- there is no community to play it online and the AI is very very limited.

PROS:
- nice game play
- it is Steam (very good reason)

CONS:
- no online games (only asynchronous)
- lack of ppl online even to start an asynchronous game
- ppl drop theirr games in the middle. First time playing the railroad building, economic board game and loving it. Tutorial was
short and easy to grasp. A couple playthroughs should help you with the mechanics and get a grasp of the game. Only have
played A.I, which are challenging enough for me as noob, but probably a lot easier for veteran players. At the moment, the
online player base is slim so wanting to play against real people, "good luck."

Have had a bug issue a couple times of wanting to change my mind and dragged the railroad track back to the supply which
froze the game. To avoid this, I recommend hitting the "undo" button instead. Hopefully devs fix this issue soon. Also to note
when rotating track pieces, use arrow keys instead of using your mouse; the mouse makes rotation more fiddly.

As for players complaining that the base game only comes with two maps and the dlc maps are too expensive, there seems to be
a lot of meat to this game already for a decent asking price. Real board games are not cheap and are a niche market so I see this
game as a bargain.

Just need the bugs fixed and hopefully more train enthusiasts. Choo Choo.. As much as I like to see board games being brought
to the computer screen this game does not do it well.
The whole product looks unfinished. The whole Interface makes this game feel like you are playing an early alpha of something.
Sometimes it is very confusing why the game behaves in a certain way and you have to repeat steps that are not allowed just to
be able to read the tooltips.
We played it in Multiplayer and the fact that you cannot even change the volume of ingame sounds made it even harder to play.
You cannot add AI to the multiplayer and if you are just 2 players there not many maps you can play on.

From what I see in the game news it does not seem there are new patches coming that make this game enjoyable. Very sad. Got
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my money refunded.... Not sure what I thought I was getting into when I bought this. I never played the board game edition, so I
didn't have any preconceived notions to disappoint. I found the game a bit too simplistic. You pick a card, lay down a few
tracks, level up your train, move a good, the limited AI does the same in the same order and before you know it, the game's
over. I'm not really seeing what the lasting appeal is here, but I'm coming from a hardcore strategy gamer's place, not a
boardgamer's, so take this with a grain of salt.

The tutorial is garbage and there are no tool tips on anything. So be prepared to actually read the board game's manual and/or
watch "Let's Play" Youtube tuts.

While I didn't find anything really "wrong" or offensive about this game, I also just didn't find it very much fun because I got
bored so quickly, so I can't recommend it.

Holidays, wishes and discounts!:
Denizens of the internet, happy holidays...

We here at Mobo Studio would like to thank you, our players, for the continuous support and feedback you’re giving us. You
allow us to improve on our games all the time, and we are truly thankful. We sincerely hope this winter holiday season will be
peaceful and filled with joy for all of you.

Now, we of course have to celebrate! Our digital board games are on sale gain!

Between December 20th and January 3rd all our games, including the DLCs are going to be discounted. And what better time to
enjoy a good digital board game, than long winter afternoons?

Istanbul: Digital Edition

Eight-Minute Empire

Steam: Rails to Riches

All discounted, including the DLC maps. Saving time is upon us!
. Digital Board Games are 20% off for a week!:
Easter is around the corner! It's Easter sale time! All of our games - at least 20% off for a week!

That’s correct, between the 18th and the 25th of April, Istanbul: Digital Edition is available for only $7.99! Meanwhile all of our
other games, so Eight-Minute Empire and Steam: Rails to Riches can get up to 40% off!

It's a good time to grab a digital board game!. Patch 3.3.0 is here with a free DLC!:
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We have just released a few small improvements, bug fixes and... new FREE DLC for everyone!

The map of Southwestern France is tight, head to head, two players map! So challenge your best friend and invite her/him to
Steam Duel.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/759230. Chinese New Year sale, over 50% off!:
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Digital Board games enter this new lunar year of the pig (the most majestic of animals) properly discounted!

What better time to grab a new digital board game (and yes, we assume that you obviously already love one of the ones you
have), than the beginning of the year of the pig? Ye, no better way, and please don't question the logic.

Steam: Rails to Riches and Eight-Minute Empire will be over 50% cheaper if purchased in bundles!

Istanbul: Digital Edition will be discounted by 30%, SRtR and 8ME 40% by themselves, and that includes DLCs.

Go grab one now!. Digital board games Black Friday sale of up to 50%:
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We are happy to announce that our digital adaptations of some of the best board games to have ever hit the tabletop are going on
a week long sale! Between 21st and 28th of November our products will be up to 50% off on Steam.

Istanbul: Digital edition - 20% off 
Eight-Minute Empire Emperor’s Edition - 50% off
Steam: Rails to Riches Golden Train Edition - 50% off

And if you’re already a proud owner of any (or all of those) on your computer the promotions go even further on mobile
devices! So if you want to try any of our digital board games on your Android or Apple device, now is the time to get them!. 
Official Statement:
Dear community,

As You may know, our Steam account has been suspended for an indefinite period of time. We are sincerely apologizing for
that inconvenience and for the thing, that has been done by one of our members.

We realize, that it was an unacceptable mistake. Many game developers know, how important the reviews are and how they
affect whole Steam system. A failure of reviews sometimes would mean an end for independent companies. This matter is now
discussed with Steam authorities in order to find any optimal solution.

Our team will keep working on games like Istanbul (which will be released in June on mobile devices like iOS/Android and we
will do our best to release the game on PC/Mac/Linux as well) and improving our previous ones. We hope that our further
actions will regain trust of players.

We are taking this situation very seriously, we have learnt a lesson and we are sorry for this.

At the same time, we would like to thank all players who support us.

We hereby inform you that all our games, which were purchased on Steam, are still accessible through your Steam library.

Sincerely Yours,
Acram Digital. Regarding Acram:
We've received a number of reports for Steam review manipulation on the titles Steam: Rails to Riches and Eight-Minute
Empire, from Acram Digital. After investigating these reports we have found that the developer, Grzegorz Kubas, has been
trying to inflate the user review score for his titles. This is against our policy, and something we take very seriously.

Because of Grzegorz's actions, we have removed all games/DLC developed by Acram from our store, and will no longer be
doing business with him. Existing owners will be able to keep their titles.. Golden Train Edition:
We are pleased to announce that Easter promotion is available - a special package: Golden Train Edition, which includes the
main application and all the additional maps in one bundle.
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There are also some bug fixes:
- fixed bug when rail/city hex tile was dragged out of map’s borders from legal position,
- fixed rare bug occurring in multiplayer game, when one of players abandons the game during build tracks phase,
- fixed rare bug that made lack of player’s token on rails on expansion maps,
- more minor bug fixes and improvements: tutorial, bidding in basic mode and other.
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